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●Video Production
●Audio Production
●Game Design
●Mobile Apps

●Multimedia
●Website Design
●Graphics Design
●Custom Programming

Then we talked even more about a facility with a
massive blue screen for special effects.  We would
need plenty of room for our motion capture technology
to create all the behaviors necessary for our game
characters to emote.  We talked about the need for 2D
and 3D artists in their own departments and a
comfortable space to discuss projects and impress
clients with the grand reveal of our work.

The Story of Atomic Cat
In September of
2016 three people
met at a Steak N
Shake to discuss
creating a video
game venture. We
had the software,
hardware and the
know-how to
proceed, but not the
facility.  The three
people talked about
what we would
require to fully

create our games.  We spoke of 4K cinematic cameras,
4K drones, a full-featured recording studio with top-
quality microphones to create voice overs and special
effects. We talked about video editing for cut scenes and
other productions.

In November of that same year, Atomic Cat Interactive
was born and a new era in video, audio and game
production would begin in a quiet, unassuming area in
Dade City, Florida.
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- Jay Adams (Emmy Award winning Producer) - Matt George, (Creative Director, POW! Creative)

VIDEO PRODUCTION

If you are in need of a video production, such as a commercial,
training video series, product videos, etc, we've got you covered.
We shoot in 4K and have every kind of camera you can think of.
Our 1,700 sq. ft. production room is complete with a massive blue
screen with stage big enough to drive a Hummer on. We can add
any kind of keys, graphics, chromakey and more.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

Our audio production suite is full-featured and state-of-the-art.
We employ legendary microphones used by the largest studios,
digital audio recorders and direct to computer recording with
unlimited tracks.  All the virtual effects and instruments you'd ever
need as well as mobile field recording solutions.

PHOTOGRAPHY

From product shots and catalogs to real-estate listings and sport-
ing events, we can shoot it.  Our cameras are high end and we
have lenses for every possible situation or need.  Whether in the
studio in our dedicated white area or on the go, you can trust
Atomic Cat Interactive with all of your photography needs.

- Kurt (Managing Partner, Northern Lights)


